
 
 
 

Your Personal Growing Your Best Self Roadmap 
 
 
Step One - Choose the orientation of your map  
Vertical like north up on GPS navigation (evokes goal-directedness) or horizontal like an 
old-time, paper roadmap (evokes process-directedness) 
One GCer chose a spiral!! 
 
 
Step Two - Choose your destination for the GYBS Year  
This can be a DO:  a specific target, goal or deliverable for yourself, team, organization or 
community  
OR it can be a BE:  a new way of being in the world, of creating new space, possibility or 
capacity in yourself that will enable you to imagine and deliver on something that has not yet 
emerged in your imagination;  
OR  it can be a combination of the two, since you’ll have an entire trip around the sun to journey 
on this map.  Draw and describe your destination with as much imagination and detail as you 
can. 
 
 
Step Three - Choose the mile markers that you will pass along the way  
You might consider these like benchmarks, steps to your ultimate goal or progress indicators for 
your journey.  We’ve chosen the start of each season as the mile markers, so that all of us in 
the GC are on the same timing.  Mark them on your map and draw/describe.  
Sept. 22, 2020 
Dec. 21, 2020 
March 20, 2021 
June 21, 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step Four - Choose the route you want to take between the mile-markers  
Add terrain and road signs.  Terrain can be natural like lakes, mountains, forests, beaches, 
oceans, swamps, deserts etc.; human-built like bridges, turnpikes with tolls, skyscrapers, 
elevators, cottages, resorts, etc.  Draw these. 
 
 
Step Five - The One Actions List  
Here’s where your pedal hits the metal for your Personal Roadmap.  This is where you make a 
promise to yourself to take three actions in the upcoming months, and you place those 
commitments on your map where they belong.  Imagine that  - just three actions!! The One 
Actions List helps you continue the momentum we’ve started together in the GYBS Gathering.  

1. What one action do you promise to take in the next week....by August 16th? 
2. What one action do you promise to take in the next month...by September 16th? 
3. What one action do you promise to take in the next three months...by November 16th? 

 
 
Step Six -  Choose Your Wing People or Angels as Guides  
Draw and name any of these that you want to help you at various stages of your journey. 
 
 
Step Seven -  Send a photo of your personal roadmap 
(Whatever condition your map is in, it could be a photo of a white board or sticky notes; we 
understand it may take time to come together.)  Prior to August 9th, please take a photo of your 
personal roadmap and send it to the following link: info@natureleadership.org. They will 
become part of our GYBS Atlas.  We’ll have an opportunity to celebrate and share our personal 
roadmaps at our August 9 gathering! 
 
 
Step Eight at our next gathering on 8/9 - Celebrate, share and get started!! 
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